Abstract: Positive therapeutic response without adverse side effects to subthalamic nucleus deep brain stimulation (STN DBS) for Parkinson's disease (PD) depends to a large extent on electrode location within the STN. The sensorimotor region of the STN (seemingly the preferred location for STN DBS) lies dorsolaterally, in a region also marked by distinct beta (13-30 Hz) oscillations in the parkinsonian state. In this study, we present a real-time method to accurately demarcate subterritories of the STN during surgery, based on microelectrode recordings (MERs) and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Fifty-six MER trajectories were used, obtained from 21 PD patients who underwent bilateral STN DBS implantation surgery. Root mean square (RMS) and power spectral density (PSD) of the MERs were used to train and test an HMM in identifying the dorsolateral oscillatory region (DLOR) and nonoscillatory subterritories within the STN. The HMM demarcations were compared to the decisions of a human expert. The HMM identified STN-entry, the ventral boundary of the DLOR, and STN-exit with an error of 20.09 6 0.35, 20.27 6 0.58, and 20.20 6 0.33 mm, respectively (mean 6 standard deviation), and with detection reliability (error < 1 mm) of 95, 86, and 91%, respectively. The HMM was successful despite a very coarse clustering method and was robust to parameter variation. Thus, using an HMM in conjunction with RMS and PSD measures of intraoperative MER can provide improved refinement of STN entry and exit in comparison with previously reported automatic methods, and introduces a novel (intra-STN) detection of a distinct DLOR-ventral boundary.
Surgical treatment for advanced Parkinson's disease (PD) includes deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN), which has proven to be safe and beneficial over time. [1] [2] [3] During surgery for implanting an STN DBS macroelectrode, microelectrode recording (MER) is often utilized to verify localization of the STN physiologically. [4] [5] [6] To implant the macroelectrode successfully within the optimal location (probably the sensorimotor portion of the STN), 7 accurate demarcation of the patient's STN (based on the MERs) is required. This includes derivation of the entry and exit points of the STN across the MER trajectory, as well as localization of the sensorimotor area within the STN.
It has been well established that the STN can be divided into three (sensorimotor, limbic, and cognitive/ associative) functional territories, each broadly involved in its respective basal ganglia-thalamocortical loop. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] The sensorimotor region of the STN is primarily located dorsolaterally, [14] [15] [16] [17] the same location that seems to provide optimal therapeutic benefit to patients undergoing STN DBS. [18] [19] [20] [21] Furthermore, it has been shown that local field potential [22] [23] [24] and single unit 25 (when averaged across patients) beta oscillatory activity is generated largely within the dorsolateral portion of the STN. It would therefore seem that there is correspondence between the dorsolateral oscillatory region (DLOR) and the sensorimotor region of the STN, and that beta-oscillatory activity could possibly predict the most effective contact for STN DBS. 26, 27 The extent of this overlap (DLOR, sensorimotor STN region, and optimal DBS location), however, still requires further investigation. This manuscript is limited to the development of a reliable, real-time method that can be applied to a single STN MER penetration.
Such a method could aid the neurosurgeon in implanting the macroelectrode in the optimal location or simply be used to estimate the transitions of a MER trajectory. Automatic methods have been described to identify the entry and exit points of the STN; [28] [29] [30] however, to the best of our knowledge there is no physiological method described to date that identifies subterritories within the STN. We present in this article a real-time method to delimit the outer boundaries of the STN as well as an intra-STN (DLOR-ventral) boundary during surgery based on the root mean square (RMS) and power spectral density (PSD) of the MERs, using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). 31 
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Patients and MERs
The MERs from 21 PD patients undergoing bilateral STN DBS implantation were analyzed (patient details are presented in Table 1 ). All patients met accepted selection criteria for STN DBS and signed informed consent for surgery with MER. This study was authorized and approved by the Institutional Review Board of Hadassah University Hospital in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. No sedative was used and all patients were awake during surgery. The patient's level of awareness was continuously assessed clinically, and when drowsy the patient was stimulated and awoken through conversation by a member of the surgical team. Data were obtained off dopaminergic medications (>12 hours since last medication) and during periods of rest. Further details of the surgical procedure and data acquisition are presented as supplementary material.
For both the left and right hemispheres, a single trajectory using one or two microelectrodes (separated by 2 mm anteroposteriorly in the parasagittal plane) was made starting at 10 mm above the calculated target (center of the lateral STN). The electrodes were advanced in small discrete steps, toward the estimated center of the lateral STN.
Step size (ranging 500 lm down to 50 lm in our recordings) was controlled by the neurophysiologist in order to achieve optimal unit recording and identification of upper and lower borders of the STN. Typically, shorter steps ($100 lm) were used when the electrode was advanced closer to the presumed location of the STN. Following a 2-second signal stabilization period after electrode movement cessation, multi-unit traces were recorded for a minimum of 5 seconds. All stable sections included in the analysis (after automatic stability analysis -see supplementary information) were longer than 3 seconds (duration mean 6 SD: 10.8 6 3.4 seconds). Only electrodes that passed through the STN were used for this study (56 in total).
The RMS and PSD
Entry and exit from the STN are marked primarily by a dramatic increase and decrease in normalized RMS (NRMS), respectively. 29, 32, 33 In addition, PSD can be used as a marker for the DLOR of the STN based on the increased beta oscillatory activity. The NRMS and PSD of an example trajectory, as a function of estimated distance to target (EDT), are presented in Figure 1 . When plotting the PSD, the 50 Hz power supply artifacts and their harmonics were replaced by the mean PSD, and the PSD was smoothed in the frequency direction using a narrow Gaussian window (SD 5 0.33 Hz). The methods used for calculating the NRMS and PSD are presented in the supplementary material.
The Hidden Markov Model
A HMM was used to estimate the state of the electrode at each depth across the trajectory based on the NRMS and PSD of the MERs. Four discrete states were defined:
1. Before the STN 2. In the DLOR of the STN 3. In the nonoscillatory STN 4. Out of the STN A typical trajectory state sequence would go through all four states consecutively. However, not all trajectories had oscillatory recordings in the presumed dorsolateral region of the STN; hence, a trajectory could skip state 2. In addition, it was possible for a trajectory to end in state 3 (a MER trajectory that was terminated before exiting the STN). In the advancement of a sequence, it was possible to remain in the same state, but not possible to go backwards (e.g., from a state within the STN to ''before the STN'' state). Trajectories that did not pass through the STN were not included in this study because they are a trivial case for which the RMS remains at baseline level throughout the trajectory and there are no transitions. (For an online application, it could be easily tested whether the RMS has a minimum increase before applying the HMM to the trajectory.) An HMM state sequence uniquely defined three possible state transitions: i. In: STN entry (noted by transition from state 1 to state 2 or state 3). ii. DLOR-ventral: the ventral boundary of the DLOR (noted by transition from state 2 to state 3). iii. Out: STN exit (noted by transition from state 3 to state 4).
A scheme of the possible HMM states and transitions can be seen in Figure 2 .
Data Observations and Clustering
In order to best estimate the hidden state, the following observations were used:
1. The normalized root mean square (NRMS) 2. The mean beta (13-30 Hz) PSD 3. The maximum beta PSD Since the data set was limited (56 trajectories), it was necessary to have a relatively small HMM ''emission'' matrix (the matrix depicting the probability of each observation per HMM state) otherwise it wouldn't be adequately sampled during the learning stage. This requirement limited the resolution with which the three different observation quantities could be quantized since the number of possible combinations defines the order of the matrix. A custom method of coarse (yet logical, as will be explained below) quantization was adopted, whereby the observations were grouped into six clusters as follows:
c All observations with NRMS < 1.25 (threshold 1), i.e. below a 25% increase from the NRMS baseline (which is equal to 1 due to the normalization) were clustered together (Low-NRMS cluster). c The mean deviation from threshold 1 (i.e. NRMS 2 1.25) of the remaining observations was calculated. Threshold 2 was defined by threshold 1 plus 25% of the calculated mean deviation. Observations with NRMS between threshold 1 and threshold 2 were clustered together (Intermediate-NRMS cluster), while observations with NRMS > threshold 2 where further divided according to their (maximum and mean) beta oscillatory activity (above or below the median), resulting in a further four (high-NRMS) clusters (a detailed breakdown of these clusters can be seen in the Supporting Information Table S1B ).
The reasoning behind the clustering method can be explained as follows: In clustering the NRMS, using an ''absolute'' threshold (threshold 1) was appropriate since the RMS was normalized. However, as we have previously reported, 32 there exists interpatient variability of NRMS within the STN; hence, it is also appropriate to have a ''relative'' threshold in addition (threshold 2) particular to each trajectory. The NRMS values (and less so PSD) are important in deciding In/Out transitions; hence, PSD was not taken into account for low NRMS values. However, for high NRMS (>threshold 2), the observations were further clustered based on the PSD since the DLOR-ventral transition (based on PSD) takes place at high values of NRMS (i.e. within the STN). It was noted that some patients had a narrow band of beta oscillatory activity (e.g. Fig. 1B) , whereas others had a wider band (e.g. Fig. 3A and Supporting Information Fig. S1B,D) . We assumed that maximum and mean beta PSD would better capture the narrow and wide band beta oscillations, respectively. Both mean and maximum (beta oscillatory activity) were used for PSD clustering. Tremor frequency oscillations seemed to be episodic 25 and sporadic. They were not always present and when present they did not define a continuous region as the beta oscillations did (Fig. 3A) . We therefore did not incorporate them into the HMM.
Estimating and Testing the HMM
For each trajectory, the ''known'' state transitions were defined (corresponding to the three possible HMM state transitions--mentioned earlier in section The Hidden Markov model). In (STN entry) and Out (STN exit) transitions were based on intraoperative neuronal analysis by the neurophysiologist as well as the NRMS plots, and the DLOR-ventral transition was distinguished by visual inspection of the PSD by one of the authors (AZ)--noting a sudden decrease in beta oscillatory activity. The known state transitions are depicted in the NRMS plots by red lines and in the PSD plots by black lines (Figs. 1 and 3) . These transitions defined a known state sequence for estimating and testing the HMM.
The maximum likelihood estimate of the HMM transition and emission probability matrices were estimated based on the known (human expert defined) state sequences. Since the training data were fully labeled (there were known state sequences for the whole dataset), there was no need for the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm or iterative procedures (which would require initial guessing of the probability matrices), and the matrices could be directly estimated. The HMM was estimated using the known state sequences of all trajectories excluding one (N 2 1 5 55), and then tested on the excluded trajectory (with no assumption of its sequence) by comparing the inferred HMM state transitions to the trajectory's known state transitions. The inferred HMM state sequence was calculated as the most probable sequence beginning with the HMM in state 1 before the first observation (using the Viterbi algorithm). 31 This method was repeated N (56) times, testing each trajectory individually. The mean and SD of the error in estimating each of the three transitions were calculated.
Software
Data analysis was carried out on custom software, MATLAB V7.1 (Mathworks, Natick, MA), using MATLAB HMM toolbox. The software used in this article can be found online (http://basalganglia.huji. ac.il/links.htm).
RESULTS
Distinct DLOR
The description of beta oscillations in the STN to date has generally been derived from pooling data across patients. [22] [23] [24] [25] The pooled data presents a gradient of beta oscillatory activity (more oscillations dorsally; less ventrally) giving the impression of a continuum, without a distinct dorsal-ventral border. Such a mean gradient however does not necessitate that each patient/trajectory has a gradient. Rather it can arise from the pooling of numerous trajectories, each of which has a distinct oscillatory/nonoscillatory boundary but at different depths. The individual trajectories we analyzed demonstrated the existence of a distinct DLOR boundary and not a gradient (Figs. 1B and 3A) . Some trajectories had a short DLOR and others had a longer DLOR (sometimes extending far ventrally) and when pooled the heterogeneous trajectories average to a gradient of beta oscillatory activity. We therefore propose that each trajectory has a distinct boundary (at a particular depth) that can be visually discerned and automatically detected by an HMM.
HMM State Inference
For each of the 56 trajectories, the HMM was estimated individually based on the other 55 trajectories. The resulting mean HMM transition and emission matrices are presented as Supporting Information Table  S1 . The HMM state sequence of the trajectory being tested was then inferred using the Viterbi algorithm, based on the trajectory's (clustered) NRMS and PSD sequence. Figure 3 shows a typical trajectory's PSD (Fig. 3A) and NRMS (Fig. 3B) as well as the mean and maximum beta oscillatory activity used for clustering (Fig. 3C) . Figure 3D presents the tags resulting from clustering (blue line) together with the HMM inferred state sequence (green line). The inferred state transitions are noted by the steps in the state sequence (e.g. a step from state 1 to state 2 signifies the In transition etc.). In this example, the HMM transition inference concurs with the known (expert decision) In and Out transitions (solid red lines), but slightly precedes the known DLOR-ventral transition (dot-dash red line).
For each transition (In, Out, and DLOR-ventral) the state transition error was defined as follows (Eq. 1):
where S is the known state transition defined by the neurophysiologist andŜ is the HMM inferred state transition (Fig. 3 , red lines and steps in the green line, respectively) in mm EDT. Hits and Correct Rejections (CRs) were the number of correctly detected and correctly negated transitions respectively. Hits did not take into account detection accuracy, it was simply used to count the number of inferred HMM transitions where there was also a known transition. All Hits, however, were within 2 mm, and 88% of Hits were within 0.5 mm of the known transitions (Fig. 4) . Misses were the number of transitions (according to the expert decision) that the HMM did not detect and False Alarms (FAs) were the number of HMM transition detections when by expert decision there was no transition. A histogram of the spatial errors in inferring the location of the state transitions can be seen in Figure 4 and a summary of the results (including Hits, CRs, FAs, and Misses) can be seen in Table 2 . Detection reliability (Table 2) was calculated by the sum of correct detections (Hits 1 CRs) divided by the total number of trajectories. A stricter calculation of detection reliability (limiting Hits to those with error < 1 mm) is also presented in Table 2 .
The In transition error described here (mean 6 SD: 20.09 6 0.35 mm) was better than that found by the Bayesian method 29 both in mean and SD (Bayesian method, error 5 0.18 6 0.84 mm). The Out transition error (mean 6 SD: 20.20 6 0.33 mm) also demonstrated better mean and standard deviation (Bayesian method, error 5 0.50 6 0.59 mm). The DLOR-ventral transition detection is novel and therefore doesn't have a reference for comparison, but showed similar results to the In/Out detections (mean 6 SD: 20.27 6 0.58 mm).
The HMM algorithm had to deal with a heterogeneous variation of trajectories (examples are presented in the Supporting Information Fig. S1 ). While achieving good results despite this challenge (Table 2 and Fig. 4) , it failed on occasion. A detailed analysis of the HMM detection errors is presented in the supplementary material. Nevertheless, the HMM proved to be robust. This was tested both by varying the detection thresholds (up and down) and also by removing the stability analysis. Minimal or no effect of these variations was seen on detection accuracy and reliability, demonstrating robustness of the model. A detailed description of the robustness analysis is also presented in the supplementary material.
DISCUSSION
The beneficial effects of bilateral STN DBS on motor symptoms and quality of life have been demonstrated in patients with advanced PD 34 ; however, adverse effects of cognitive deterioration or psychiatric complications have also been reported. 35, 36 Since the STN has separate sensorimotor, limbic, and cognitive/ associative subterritories, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] it would seem probable that accurate implantation of the DBS macroelectrode within the sensorimotor region is essential for achieving therapeutic motor benefit while avoiding limbic or cognitive side effects. Hence, demarcation of the outer boundaries of the STN is not enough, and demarcation The results presented are for all Hits (all Hits were within 2mm of their known transitions, i.e., error < 2 mm). Reliability is presented for all Hits as well as when limiting Hits to error < 1 mm.
CR, correct rejections; FA, false alarms; SD, standard deviation.
of the subterritories of the STN is required. Automatic methods presented to date use MER to localize only the outer boundaries of the STN. [28] [29] [30] 33 By adding beta PSD analysis and using an HMM, demarcation of subterritories within the STN is possible.
In this study, a very simple (and coarse) clustering technique provided good state inference of the MER trajectory by means of an HMM. Better accuracy than the Bayesian method for detecting STN entry/exit was achieved, with the addition of an intra-STN DLORventral transition detection. The HMM can be used offline to automatically detect the trajectory state transitions, or semi-online at the end of a trajectory during STN DBS surgery to help refine demarcation of the sensorimotor STN for macroelectrode implantation. Localization of the DLOR-ventral transition can aid the neurosurgeon in deciding which MER track to implant, when multiple electrodes are used for MER, and in implanting the macroelectrode at the optimal depth.
Positive therapeutic benefit to STN-DBS has been associated with proximity of the active macroelectrode contacts to the dorsolateral border of the STN. 18, 19, 21 It has been proposed that this may be due to activation of adjacent structures such as the zona incerta and/or fields of Forel. We would like to suggest that the benefits of STN dorsolateral border placement of the macroelectrode may also be due to avoidance of volume conduction to ventral areas, which have been associated with neuropsychological side effects. 37, 38 If this is the case then electrode distance from the DLOR-ventral border may be of primary importance in achieving optimal sensorimotor benefit without cognitive or limbic side effects.
The good results and robustness of the HMM in this study despite coarse clustering, indicate that higher resolution (calculated across a larger data set) in conjunction with a more advanced HMM--utilizing spike shape and discharge pattern--would probably provide even better results. This should be explored by future studies.
